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This issue is dedicated to the memory of Roy Dommett, with additional articles that he 

would have enjoyed reading.  There is naturally some repetition in various people’s 

remembrances but it all adds up to present a great picture of the man who gave so much to 

the morris world.  The memories from Barry Honeysett, Barbara Butler and Denise Allen 

have also been submitted in longer/shorter versions to the Morris Federation newsletter. 

 Roy behind the lens [late 1980s] and with Tubby Reynolds at Sidmouth [1982?] 

[photos – Sue Swift and unknown photographer] 
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Roy (far right) at Abingdon - 1965 

Roy (far left) at Bampton – 1961 

[both photos – Keith Chandler] 
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Roy Dommett: 25 June 1933 - 2 November 2015 

Roy Dommett was Britain’s Chief Missile Scientist during the Cold War; as a release from the pressures of his job he 

developed a lively interest in Morris dancing.  As a member of the guided weapons group at the Royal Aircraft 

Establishment (RAE), Farnborough, he was a key figure in the development of nuclear missiles in Britain. He was 

convinced that the principle of deterrence was morally right. “We’re not believers in using nuclear weapons,” he 

said. “We’re actually believers in not using nuclear weapons. It is a deterrent.” 

He started out in the 1950s at a time when Britain’s contribution to the Space Age was the building of rockets. 

Among the experimental projects he worked on were the Blue Streak intermediate range ballistic missile, the Black 

Knight rocket and the Black Arrow carrier rocket.  Black Arrow was successfully launched from Woomera in the 

Australian desert, placing a Prospero satellite into a polar orbit (where it still circles the Earth) in 1971. But the 

project had been cancelled just three months earlier, and he lamented, “The ideas and the engineering were there, 

but everybody was squabbling over the pennies”.  By the 1970s he was updating Britain’s US-built Polaris missile 

system, the naval upgrade known as Chevaline. Later still, he advised Margaret Thatcher on Trident. 

At the same time, he was applying his scholarly mind to a parallel obsession: the worlds of both Morris and stave 

dancing. He travelled around villages collecting notations for dances and tunes, lectured, gave workshops, wrote 

learned articles, and would often accompany dancers with his spirited accordion playing.  Owing to the sensitive 

nature of his scientific work, most Morris dancers were unaware that the jovial, shambolic-looking figure tapping 

his feet in knee-bells, baldric and breeches was an eminent rocket scientist. Dommett himself relished the 

uncomplicated silliness of his hobby, and belonging to a community of fellow enthusiasts provided an antidote to 

the isolation of his “day job”. 

Roy Leonard Dommett was born in Southampton near the Supermarine works, where the Spitfire was built. An 

uncle worked at the factory and aircraft were a passion of Roy’s from a young age. One of his earliest memories 

was seeing the Graf Zeppelin airship fly over Southampton in 1936. After Itchen Grammar School, where he studied 

aircraft engineering, he took a First in Aeronautical Engineering at Bristol University in 1954. He spent his summer 

vacations working with engineering firms and by the time he graduated there was a job waiting for him at the RAE 

at Farnborough. 

In 1955 he married Marguerite Dawson, whom he had known at school, but it would be years before he was able to 

disclose to her the real nature of his work. As far as she was concerned he dealt with aeroplane engines. But one 

day in the late 1960s, as she later explained, he came home and said, “I’m working on something that I think is very 

important, but I can’t talk to you about it. It might help the world in the future. What do you want me to do?”  “I 

trust you,” she replied. “You do what you think is right and I won’t ask questions.” She remained true to her word. 

Dommett stayed at the RAE until 2000, while taking on a number of advisory roles. In 1982 he served as chief 

scientist for the government’s Special Weapons Department; later he was a principal consultant on ballistic missiles 

for the Defence Evaluation and Research Agency at the Ministry of Defence. 

In 2013 Dommett recorded a lengthy interview about his life for the British Library. He recalled how a visit to Barley 

Morris at Dudley caused him inadvertently to become entangled with a demonstration by the Campaign for 

Nuclear Disarmament (CND).  Some dancers had started to perform when they were approached by a police 

officer. “Not Morris dancers as well?” he said, “Bugger off into the shopping mall!” When Dommett returned to 

work at the RAE, he was ticked off by the security officer: “You’re on this film of a CND demonstration. What the 

hell were you doing there?” He replied that it had come as a complete surprise to him.  Roy Dommett received the 

Royal Aeronautical Society Silver Medal in 1991, and in 1993 was appointed a CBE.   

 From an obituary written by Kate Dommett, his granddaughter 
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Gold Badge Citation for Roy Dommett 

In November 2001, Roy Dommett was presented with an EFDSS GOLD BADGE for 

exemplary services to the Morris and at the presentation the following citation was read by 

John Bacon. 

‘There can be few Morris teams in England today who are not indebted to Roy Dommett in 

some way or other, either directly through his unfailing generosity of both time and 

material, and in his willingness to run workshops and to talk for hours about anything 

remotely to do with Morris, or indirectly, because his collected material forms a large part of 

the modern Morris dancer’s bible. His work on filming and collecting dances has taken him 

years at considerable cost and this forms a unique and valuable record for present-day and 

future researchers. Roy estimates that he has 15 miles of film – enough probably to stretch 

from Cecil Sharp House to anywhere on the M25 - and 200 x 30 min cassettes of video;  all 

of English Morris dancing. 

As both men and women began to perform the Morris in the 1970s, he was there at the 

front with support, information and teaching skills and this involvement has continued over 

the years up until the present day. He has done much to encourage the development of the 

Morris as a living tradition rather than a display of historical interest. He is blessed with the 

gift of an ever-open mind, while always promoting the need for thought and consideration of 

the tradition. Meanwhile his talent for remaining non-committal in the face of the latest 

Morris invention is super human. His greatest contribution to present-day teams, is to have 

given them the confidence to own and promote their traditions. 

He retired from his senior Government post several years ago, and received a CBE for his 

work in the Ministry of Defence. However, he continues his lifetime job of supporting the 

development of the Morris, by continuing to give workshops to new generations of dancers - 

although each year he threatens that it will be his last. At the age of 68, EFDSS and the 

Morris world appreciate his enormous contribution, and wish it to be recognised more 

formally. 

To summarise Roy’s activities, he has been involved extensively in the Morris for many years 

as; 

� A Musician 

� A Morris dancer 

� A teacher of the Morris 

� A collector of dance notation including a large quantity of films 

� An organiser of over 400 Morris workshops world wide including a number of Folk 

camps in the USA 

� As a member/associate of Fleet Morris, Minden Rose Morris, Thames Valley Morris, 

Alton Morris, Winchester Morris, Kennet Morris, Shinfield Shambles Morris, Abingdon 

Morris, Bampton Morris, Berkeley, Seattle and California Morris in the USA and 

Glorishears and Adelaide Morris in Australia. 

EFDSS as the National Folk Organisation of this country and the Morris Federation have, in 

recommending Roy for a Gold Badge, made a very important statement in that we have 

recognised the enormous contribution that he has made to the Folk and Morris world during 

his life. 

John Bacon (former National Council Member and President of the Morris Federation) 
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Roy Leonard Dommett – memories 

I can’t let this issue go by without my own tribute - I met Roy in the 1970s during the early days of 

Windsor Morris, when he occasionally came to a practice in order to offer some advice and 

encouragement when few women’s teams were around.  Later, when I took over producing Morris 

Matters in 1991, he was immensely supportive and would send plenty of ‘fodder’ for the issues when 

other contributors were few in number.   He wanted to get his material out to the morris world as 

widely as possible. Some of his ideas were a bit provocative and details not always absolutely correct 

but we got the overall idea.  I became a visitor to the Attlee Gardens home with the aim of 

completing his autobiography.   He had written ‘Part 1’ [which ended in 1985] as an article for ‘Morris 

Matters’ [Vol. 20 Number 2] and it seemed unlikely with all his work commitments and many morris 

projects that he would see completing Part 2 as a priority. So, at Sally Wearing’s suggestion I went 

armed with a tape recorder on several occasions and let it run while Roy talked, capturing 

information about his post-1985 activities. Interspersed as the tapes were with other morris 

background, a formal ‘Part 2’ has never quite made it into print although several discrete articles 

have [Vol. 27 Numbers 1 and 2 – some ‘archive’ photos of Roy in 27-2].   Through these visits I came 

to respect more than ever his questioning of everything, his enormous knowledge across so many 

topics, love of family and generosity of his time - and his overwhelming enthusiasm for finding the 

meaning of life in morris!  Ill health [especially once he was on dialysis 3 days a week] meant he 

became less able to get around and achieve all he still wanted to do he. He valued visits from friends 

and Marguerite would comment how much more cheerful he was after spending a morning just 

talking about morris.   Anyone who has tried to transcribe a conversation with Roy will know it can be 

tricky as he would throw so much information in there – so that there would be material for 3 or 4 

articles within one chat.  After the 

workshop he ran in Devon in 2011 - as a 

thank you to Great Western Morris for 

their 40th birthday weekend - I said if he 

wanted to run one in the M25 area I 

wouldn’t mind being involved.  I thought he’d 

rejected the idea but a few weeks later 

came a call, ‘Will you set up a workshop for 

me in about 6 months, somewhere near 

London?’ That led to a further 3 wonderful 

workshops in a hall I found quite near his 

home, with the focus moving more towards 

invented traditions, several presenters and 

Roy doing less teaching [but still 

demonstrating - even from his wheelchair -

and talking in between the dance sessions].   

He was still hoping I would run another one 

for him to enjoy – maybe I will some day, 

with him there in spirit!   

Beth Neill 

Roy in 2014                                              

celebrating 50 years of workshops               

 [photo – Steve Poole] 
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Roy knew more about the traditional performance dances of England than anyone else. He 

acquired this knowledge by sifting through the fragmentary information he could lay his hands 

on that had been left by the collectors from the early part of the 20th century such as Sharp and 

his contemporaries. Roy went back to the original sources and made sense of the field notes 

and the collectors’ jottings to get the pre-edited versions which often proved to be different or 

contradictory to the published versions. He then added to the sum of the knowledge by 

following up leads given to him by some of the people involved in the early morris revival such 

as Douglas Kennedy. He sought out and talked to the few people that remained who had contact 

with the pre-revival Morris dancers.  

With this additional information, he could piece together a broader picture of not only the 

dance but its context and relationship to the society it came from. Roy came from a relatively 

humble background, the son of a painter and decorator. Unlike the middle and upper-class 

collectors of the early 20th century, he could more easily relate to the people that the morris 

had come from. The people he met and got to know during his researches at places such as 

Bampton became his friends. He particularly found the people at Abingdon were of the same 

sort of background as his parents and could relate to them in a way that Sharp and his cohort 

would never be able to. He and his sons became members of the Abingdon Morris and danced 

with the team for many years. 

Roy was by no means ordinary. At Bristol University he achieved a first class degree: his final 

year thesis contained original research that caught the attention of the examiners and it was not 

long before he was working as a member of the Royal Aircraft Establishment at Farnborough 

where he became involved in the UK's rocket program. Roy was interviewed for a BBC 

documentary in which he was introduced as a “real rocket scientist”. As well as understanding 

the physics of his area of work, he could do the maths to back it up and was good at 

communicating his work to others. This is a rare thing in the world of boffin scientists. 

It was when the Blue Streak rocket project was cancelled, he had the opportunity and access to a 

microfiche reader to study the manuscripts Sharp had written. His next step was to track down 

and scour through the original field notes of Sharp and the other collectors. He then sought out 

the people that had seen the old dancers or had been related to members of the original teams 

or, in some cases, had been taught as boys in later revivals. This yielded new information that 

built on what was generally known, filled gaps in our knowledge and sometimes contradicted 

the text that Sharp published in the Morris Books. For example, from his research, Roy was 

adamant that the Morris had been danced with the stepping starting on the left foot as opposed 

to Sharp’s notation which consistently showed the dancing starting with a right foot.  

It also became evident to him that the Morris had been performed with much more vigour than 

had become the norm in the revival and that the Morris had been danced at a slower pace giving 

more time to gain lift off the ground between steps.  The physics of the dance was obvious to 

this rocket scientist. These conclusions were taken up by many of the teams that formed during 

the early 1970s in contrast to groups that use the Morris Books as their main source of 

information.  

Roy’s knowledge of the morris was largely disseminated through workshops as well as the 

publication of articles, particularly in the pages of Morris Matters. He was also the major 

contributor to the ‘Black Book’ compiled by Lionel Bacon (first issued in 1974) which vastly 

expanded the known repertoire and the information not included in Sharp’s original Morris 

Books. He was most active during the early 1970s when for several years he led all of the morris 

workshops during Sidmouth Folk Festival week. He also ran weekends at Halsway Manor,  
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workshops organised by Bath City Morris, Cardiff Morris and other groups as well as the series 

of workshops at Wantage.  

His work and later his health stopped him from running workshops through much of the 1980’s 

and 1990’s. A series of workshops were held between 2011 and 2014 alternating between 

Broadclyst near Exeter and Hawley near Farnborough. 

My own morris dancing career started at one of Roy’s workshops in the Ham Marquee at 

Sidmouth Folk Festival in 1972. I was 14 years old and I had not yet started dancing morris. I 

had come along to sit in on the workshop that my father was attending but was pulled in to fill 

a gap in a set of Gloucester City Men (I know they were Gloucester because they were in kit – 

most people came to the workshops in kit in those days). I still remember the story Roy told of 

how the people trying to revive the morris in Abingdon had trouble reconstructing one of the 

dances because the old dancer refused to teach it. In the end they trapped him in a ditch where 

he was ratting and would not let him out until he had taught them the dances while still 

sloshing about in the mud and water. I was hooked.  

During the years that followed I went to dozens of his workshops. Each one was captivating and 

challenging with a mix of deep insight into the various original collected sources through his 

own research, together with talks that provided the social and even political back ground for the 

morris and how it got to us. Having revisited the original material, field notes, talked to people 

who had been involved in the revival and in some cases, tracked down the traditional dancers or 

their relatives, he had come to a much more diverse, colourful and energetic picture of what the 

morris had been than and could be again, rather than the sanitised, uniform and demure 

version that Sharp had portrayed in the Morris Books published in the early part of the 20th 

century and became the norm (and still is) for most morris clubs associated with the Morris 

Ring.   

Each of Roy’s workshops was a crash course in a tradition, which condensed pretty much all you 

needed to know into one session. He once said that you could cover a tradition in a one and a 

half hour workshop. They were very often exhausting to both mind and body. To break up each 

workshop, he would give a talk which gave the background story of who the dances were 

collected from, how they were collected and often the social and economic background. This 

would put the dancing in context, giving an understanding of the Morris far beyond the bare 

dance notes and real meaning to the dancing which had gone on in the past. His talks also 

illustrated that the Morris had not been a static never-changing ritual but an evolving and 

adaptable medium of expression which could and did change with time.  

For these workshops, Roy would be assisted in the music by Tubby Reynolds. They were 

something of a double act. They would also accompany dance teams with Roy dressed in a blue-

and-white-striped Andy Pandy costume and a red neckerchief tied as a bandanna on his head. 

During Sidmouth Folk Festival week, they would act as fools on the Knowle Arena, coming on 

during the performances with brushes to sweep the performers off or run on with scorecards 

that they held up after each performance. Processions up to the Arena could become anarchic, 

with sit- down protests for no particular reason and dancing around a hapless policeman 

standing by the edge of the road. There was definitely an air of mischief about Roy. Evenings in 

the Drill Hall Ceilidhs could be just as manic.  

He was also an observer, taking in his surroundings and analysing what and who he saw. It was 

his engineer's ability to take in diverse information and make sense of it that underlines his 

achievement for the Morris by providing the knowledge and background upon which so many 

dance groups have built their own unique ‘take’ on the Morris. 
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Roy was always encouraging of innovation and the creation of 

new dances. This has partly led to the huge diversity of Morris 

performed today in contrast to the conformity of repertoire and 

style that existed before he started to run workshops and 

publish his findings. Together with Tubby and Betty Reynolds, 

Roy was very encouraging of women dancing the Morris and 

helped nurture the early women’s teams by teaching and 

providing dances and inspiration with no discrimination against 

the burgeoning interest from women to dance Morris. His 

interest in the dance traditions of this nation also covered all 

forms of the Morris including clog, processional morris and 

sword dance traditions from the northern counties, dances from 

the Welsh border area, Molly dances of East Anglia and related 

traditions such as stave dancing in the South West. 

His work with the rocket program progressed to his involvement 

in the Polaris and later Trident projects where he became the 

project manager with a very prominent role in its development 

and delivery. This led him to make regular visits to the USA. 

During many of those visits, he was able to share his knowledge 

of the Morris with the teams on the other side of the Atlantic.   This is a man who was solving 

complex technical problems of getting a missile to its target or advising the heads of state of 

the western world on matters such as the Strategic Defence Initiative one day and the next 

would be running around causing mayhem in an Andy Pandy suit or demonstrating a 

particularly vigorous stick-tapping sequence with an unnerving grin on his face to an 

unsuspecting morris workshop participant. Apart from the Silver Medal awarded by the Royal 

Aeronautical Society and being appointed CBE, he was most proud of the Gold Badge he 

received from the EFDSS.  

Roy had been seriously ill with kidney failure and on dialysis for over 10 years. This had taken 

its toll and left him in a very fragile physical condition, contributing to his untimely death at the 

age of 82. However, his mind was still as sharp and active as ever. Despite his frailty, he made 

the effort to come to Bath in September to join the Morris Federation for their 40th anniversary 

celebration. There was much more he wished to achieve and was still talking about the projects 

he was working on when I last saw him at those celebrations. He leaves his wife Marguerite who 

he had known from school days and 7 sons (more than enough for a morris set). Their only 

daughter died several years ago. 

Most of the people involved in morris dancing will not have met or be aware of Roy or the huge 

contribution he has made to our knowledge and understanding and the influence he has had 

throughout the morris fraternity. However, you can be sure that some part of the dances you 

perform and how you are performing them is a result of what he has said or written.  

Roy once commented that it was his Christian duty to introduce a little happiness into people's 

lives and he had chosen to do this through morris dancing. He very much believed in the future 

and hoped to pass on his knowledge to be used and enjoyed by the generations to come. We 

must all thank Roy for all that he has brought to the morris and be sure that we put it to good 

use in the future. 

Barry Honeysett  

 

Roy filming in late 1980s                         

[photo - Sue Swift] 
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My thoughts of Roy… where on earth do you start? 

The beginning for me was August 1977, Exeter Cross, Sidmouth, after meeting Great 

Western (GW) just before I joined them. One of their sticks was thrown high in the air, 

arching across and hit some chap in an Andy Pandy suit right bang on the head. 

Amazingly he didn’t seem to mind!  

Boys Village, around 1978/9? Roy telling me to grab a stick and do exactly as he did, 

and we chased a barefoot Simon Reynolds around the hall with Roy trying to bash his 

feet. Luckily Simon outpaced an impressively quick Roy. I have no idea why this 

happened, though possibly the dried peas Simon had put in everyone’s sleeping bags 

the night before might have had something to do with it.  I think that was the night 

when Tubby famously burnt the Hammersmith flag when he ‘only wanted to singe it a 

bit’! 

Numerous workshops in and around Exeter for us. Early on, I stayed with Mark 

Newton who also offered to accommodate Reuben and David Dommett overnight (then 

both around 9 to 10 years old). Next morning Reuben was seen tiptoeing along the 

windowsill of Mark’s Cottage, unseen by Mark who was cooking bacon and eggs. 

Reuben then bounced through the door with a handful of straw proclaiming,  ‘Look, it’s 

a thatched cottage.’ Later on delivering them back to a still slightly worried Roy and 

Marguerite, only for them to discover the lads hadn’t missed them at all! They’d had a 

great time away from mum and dad for the first time, and didn’t want to get out the 

back of Mark’s famous yellow Morris Thousand ex-Post Office van. 

Roy and Marguerite were my first guests after moving into Exeter in 1981, and I vividly 

remember Roy swinging hard on the upstairs newell post of my painstakingly hand 

stripped old banisters, telling me,  ‘It all looks solid enough….’ 

Further workshops when we chatted at the dinnertime breaks and I discovered Roy’s 

East Devon ancestry and, being an East Devonian myself, confirmed there were still 

Dommetts in my village. I always felt he had a warm feeling about Devon. 

We (GW) stayed in their local village hall, squeezing through the hole in the hedge at 

the bottom of their garden and invading the Dommetts for breakfast to celebrate Roy’s 

55th Birthday. Then being taken miles through lanes as Roy wanted us to be the first 

Cotswold side to dance in a recently discovered and excavated Roman amphitheatre at 

Silchester. He wanted the musicians in the middle whilst we danced around them in a 

circle to find out what it sounded like. It made the hairs on the back of your neck 

stand on end. The sound was stunning. It felt amazing to dance there after 1000+ 

years of being buried under soil and we all felt it was something just so special, a 

present from Roy….. he had a knack of doing special things with us. 

Roy rushing into the hotel room in Exeter, set up to show a video as per instructed, 

with a newly discovered tape in his hand of the Isle of Man’s ‘Manx Stick Dance’. He’d 

finally tracked it down after knowing of its’ existence for years. We were amazed at this 

new treasure, and felt special to be the first to see it and all were stunned at how the  
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video abruptly ended *just before* the final end of the dance. We spent the rest of the 

day trying to work out what happened! 

The last morris workshop I attended was 2013 in Broadclyst Hall, I ended up in a 

group re-creating a Wilson, Keppel and Betty Sand Dance from memory after just 

seeing the video clip, to illustrate the point that it was hard to reconstruct something 

even though you might have just seen it. A theme for the weekend workshop, showing 

how hard it was for the original morris collectors to remember and notate what they 

saw. Typical of Roy, always thought provoking, always making valid points about all 

aspects of morris. 

I always enjoyed the workshops as a dancer, though his chats in between dancing 

possibly had a greater personal effect on me. He put the morris in a social context, 

building a picture of the times gone when the dances were collected and the social 

climate in which they occurred. I found this fascinating and my overall knowledge 

greatly enhanced by ‘chats with Uncle Roy’ as we nicknamed them. 

The information was always concise and logical. Things happened for a reason not 

‘because they have from time immemorial’. Having a scientist present historical ideas 

was a blast of fresh air to me. He never regurgitated historical myths as others did, he 

presented facts, reasons for events happening and just cut through the general oft 

spouted myths that other people presented. I found that priceless and it has had a 

lasting effect on me.  

This is Roy’s greatest personal legacy to me, he gave me a historical view I would not 

have had without him. Roy has had a profound influence on me and I count myself 

just so incredibly lucky to have called him a friend. 

Quinton Cumbes 

 

I remember Roy’s Morris workshops for women at the Sidmouth Folk 

Festival in the 1970s (I think they were advertised as ‘Women’s Ritual 

Dance’ to avoid antagonizing male morris dancers) but I didn’t really 

appreciate his immense enthusiasm for all morris until I started 

playing for his workshops. I loved the challenge of playing for him. 

You could practise all the usual repertoire, but sometimes he’d want 

something different; anything from a tune in his head that he’d sing to 

you before turning his attention to the dancers, or Chattanooga Choo 

Choo or early Beatles songs. He inspired me to play tunes that I didn’t 

think were possible to play on a tabor-pipe, and it was all such 

fantastic fun! 

MJ Searle 
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I think I first met Roy in the early 1970s at an instructional near Cardiff, which the Wheatsheaf 

Morris Men attended.  To the new London sides springing up in the 1960s and 1970s, who found 

the Ring approach stifling and staid, he was an inspiration.   

When I moved to Norfolk I briefly lost touch with his guiding influence, but happily that came to 

an end  when Roy came to Norfolk and I attended a Cotswold workshop at How Hill, a wonderful 

weekend of dancing, films and talks that later morphed into the Wantage weekends at Lains 

Barn. These are perhaps my most happy memories of Roy, where I learnt so much about Morris 

and, as a Foreman, became inspired with endless ideas and possibilities to take back and inflict 

on my side.  Probably, the most influential of these was his own tradition, Juniper Hill, a mixture 

of Field Town and Brackley.  

 I taught his 4 dances to Golden Star, and they are still part of our repertoire, including 2 new 

additions to the tradition.  When Roy came again to Norwich in 1995, at the request of the 

Norwich Kitwitches, to run a Molly workshop, he was able to film his tradition, performed by 

Golden Star, on the Sunday lunchtime outside the Coach and Horses, which he found very 

satisfying.  

It was also reassuring to be able to attend lots of “final” instructional weekends, because Roy 

could not ever really give them up.  It was on one of these final workshops that he taught some 

Juniper Hill again, and true to Roy’s endless creativity, it bore very little resemblance to the 

original!  But that was his mission, to inspire and create and encourage the endless possibilities 

in Morris.   

Farewell Roy, you will be greatly missed, but your influence will live on. 

Jonathan Hooton  

 

Roy was a personal mentor and great friend of mine for many, many years. We would 

talk for hours whenever we were together. The last time I saw him in October 2014 - he 

said that would probably be the last time we would see each other.  However, he said, 

"I am not giving up - we done good!"  To which I replied - I am not sure about the ‘WE’ - 

but I know what you have done for me and many other dancers and musicians.  He 

said, "Let’s see what the legacy holds." 

His legacy is enormous and so selfless. He gave up hours and hours in the pursuit of 

Morris in all its forms. He filmed, recorded, wrote about it, taught and inspired most of the 

current generations of Morris dancers - and never expected anything in return. 

With Marguerite by his side he was a constant at all the important events over the last 40 

or more years - and although a man of many opinions, he seldom said anything 

negative about what he saw - he just reported on it. 

For me his death is the loss of a great friend - and a great loss to the Morris dancing 

world. 

Tim Radford 
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I first met Roy when I was a student at Bath in 1972. He and Tubby (Reynolds) used to 

bounce ideas off each other and persuade us “gullible” students to try them out. For 

example, if you can leap over 2 people then why not 3 or 5! No problem if you fall on top of 

folks as they’re expendable. For some reason they both found that part the most amusing. 

He and Tubby used to teach Bath City Morris a lesser known tradition which they later 

demonstrated to a Ring meeting and, thereby, spread the knowledge. Ducklington was a 

prime example of this. A special memory for me was when Bath City Morris stayed with 

Roy and Marguerite in 1976 and we went on tour with Windsor Morris. Having met up with 

Windsor again, they persuaded me to join them. 

Roy and Tubby used to run fantastic workshops at Sidmouth Folk Festival and these were 

among the first Sidmouth Cotswold workshops open to both sexes. We’d take part in a 

beginners’ workshop followed by an advanced workshop. During the changeover, Roy would 

talk for 15 to 20 minutes – fascinating stuff. During one of these sessions, he demonstrated 

sidesteps from each of the Black Book traditions in turn. All different and all recognisable. 

Roy and Tubby were instrumental in raising Windsor’s profile at Sidmouth. They invited us 

to perform at events they were hosting: ceilidh spots, workshops and even Late Night Extra 

– 15 years before we were officially invited. 

Roy would come to Windsor practices from 

time to time, particularly in the early 

years. He taught us choruses that he 

thought we might like and suggest 

refinements. One in particular was the idea 

of putting a contrast between the stepping 

and the phrase ending so, to this day, 

Windsor aim to lower their steps just 

before the (hopefully) higher phrase 

ending! Occasionally, when watching, he 

would ‘harrumph’ so we weren’t sure what 

was wrong but we knew he liked something 

when he filmed it! 

Then there were the Wantage weekends! A 

sheer tour de force on Roy’s part. The 

dancing would start on Friday evening and finish on Sunday afternoon. Whenever there 

was a pause in the dancing, Roy would talk or show slides or films. We might divide into 

groups and devise a Cockney dance or make up additions to the Abbots Bromley Horn 

Dance using plastic chairs as horns! All driven by Roy (and for me, shades of my University 

days where he would see how far we could be persuaded to go!). 

In conclusion, my overwhelming memory of Roy is not only his vast intellect and fascinating 

stories but, also, his infectious laugh! He was a legend. 

Jill Griffiths 

 

Roy fooling with Windsor at a Morris 

Federation weekend - Ripley 1993 

[photo – Sue Swift] 
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At a Notation Group meeting in Keynsham we had a break for afternoon tea. Unadvisedly, we (Phill 

Butler and I) put Roy and Tubby Reynolds in charge of the tea table to play ‘mother’.  “Who wants the 

crust?” asked Roy, while brandishing the bread knife like a machete. Hands went up from Tubby, Jenny 

Joyce, Alan Whear, Paddy Davis and others. So, to oblige, Roy cut the crust from both ends of the large 

loaf, then the top, the bottom and the sides. Everybody got their crust and we were left with a sad little 

cube of white bread on the board. 

When dancing the Morris with Roy you had to take extreme care. This was a warning that should have 

been heeded, but was often ignored by the foolhardy.    During a Bath City Morris tour of the Cotswolds 

in the 1970s one lunch break found us in Hook Norton.  The Pear Tree Pub was invaded by thirsty 

dancers.  In the tiniest of the bars, with an extremely low ceiling there was just room for 4 people.  Roy, 

Tubby, Phill and myself. “We should dance,” declared Roy. “Good idea,” replied Tubby and Phill. With a 

glance at the ceiling inches above our heads they said, “Let’s do Longborough.”  So I hummed the tune 

(pre-concertina days) while the 3 of them jumped and laughed at bumped heads and bruised knuckles, 

while squeezing past each other with great difficulty in the heys.  

On another occasion it was Swaggering Boney.  Phill was dancing opposite Mike Dommett (Roy’s eldest 

son). In the fighting chorus Phill and Mike had agreed that Phill would punch high and Mike would duck 

low.  They had not reckoned with Roy quietly sneaking up behind.  As Phill lunged towards Mike, Roy 

heaved Phill up and forward so that he was sandwiched between two Dommetts. The result was three 

broken ribs!!! Later Roy was most apologetic.  

On a visit to the Pentagon in Washington he noticed a plaque to Admiral Dommett on the wall with dates 

in the 1700s.  He said nothing at the meeting he attended but went away and quietly did some research. 

He was indeed related to Admiral Dommett and what was more amazing, it was this Admiral who had 

used Congreave’s Rockets for the first time in naval warfare.  So an interest in rocketry was in the 

Dommett genes from way back.   

However there was even more history to make Roy chortle.  In retaliation for an American attack on York 

Town (modern day Toronto), when much of the town had been burnt down, Admiral Dommett had 

sailed the British fleet up the Potomac River to Washington and set fire to the President’s House.  Which 

is why they had to paint it white to cover up the fire marks.  Roy had great pleasure in announcing at his 

next meeting at the Pentagon that it was his ancestor who was responsible for the naming of the ‘White 

House’. 

Roy went with Bath City Morris to the Letterkenny Folk Festival.  In an inebriated moment they decided 

to put on a Mummers Play.  Roy, in full Andy Pandy regalia, took the role of King George, who was 

supposed to be slain and then brought back to life by the doctor.  However things did not work out as 

planned. Despite the best efforts of the Turkish Knight and other baddies, King George was the victor of 

every fight.  In desperation the whole cast united and threw themselves as one at Roy, only to bounce 

off his chest and land in a heap on the ground.  Roy casually lent on the pile of bodies pinning them all to 

the ground.  No one could get up. So King George won the day.  Even the combined might of Bath City 

Morris was helpless against him. 

Barbara Butler 
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When Fleet was asked by Roy's family to speak at his celebration about what Roy meant to Fleet 

and Morris we said, "That is a challenge, we could write a book!"  We haven't written a book but 

here are some thoughts, musings and stories from Fleet.   

My twin brother Grahame Upham and his wife Corinne started Fleet Morris.  Fleet performed in 

public in 1985 and when work moved them away from the area it left Fleet without a Foreman 

and musician.  So, Fleet decided to contact Roy for assistance as he was so well known in the 

Morris World and we practiced just round the corner from him. Next thing we know is Roy is 

coming along regularly and teaching Fleet.  Roy was a lovely dancer - he was so light on his feet, 

but a force to be reckoned with.   

When Clive and I visited Roy in hospital he mentioned his legacy to Fleet of Roy Dommett's 

Dozen Dances.  These are dances that started off being workshopped from an idea on a Tuesday 

practice evening which we all had a say in and then becoming staples of Fleet's repertoire.  Roy 

took Fleet out to celebrate his 67th birthday: we had a wonderful time with lots of memories 

and a dance devised known as “67”.  Fleet donated money one year to an owl sanctuary and 

consequently have an Owl dance - known as the seagull dance when we're at Swanage. 

At this visit he wanted to share his idea of a dance for Fleet to perform at his celebration.  It 

would be a version of "The Rogues March".  Roy explained this used to be played to drum out 

dishonoured soldiers from the Army: during the playing they were stripped of rank, badges and 

buttons then normally flogged, and then they were marched out of the camp with dishonour.  

We chatted about the chorus, what tradition we should use, how many figures but Roy with his 

indomitable spirit said he'd leave the details to Fleet.  As a tribute to Roy, Fleet performed 

“Roy's Request” at his memorial service. 

Roy's sense of fun really came to the fore when concocting skits for Morris Ales - we danced to 

the ‘Z cars’ theme tune - dressed as Burglar Bills, policemen and others.  We danced as 

commuters in bowlers with rolled newspapers performing "Ring of Bells" in an imagined railway 

carriage. 

Roy and Fleet hosted workshops for other sides to attend and 2 dances have become standards 

- Windmill, a Basque stick dance and the other is the Acton Stick dance which members of the 

audience are invited to join in.  This dance came from, I believe, a Tony Hancock programme 

with a pantomime theme and was performed by the regular members of the cast. [see article 

later in this issue – Ed]  

In hospital Roy mentioned that we had hosted about 4 border workshops and that he didn't 

repeat a single dance once.  Roy said each Morris side had its own characteristic which would 

change as members changed.  Roy understood Fleet as a side of women, and encouraged us to 

dance in our own style, quietly feeding in ideas for dances which he thought would work for us. 

We believe he really loved to see his ideas evolve into dances that other sides enjoyed watching.    

Karen Norris said ‘Roy certainly affected my life as he was instrumental in introducing me to 

Fleet. When I was first looking for a morris side to join in 1987, I went to Camberley library to 

ask for information as it was before the Internet and computers. They gave me Roy's phone 

number and he told me about a "friendly" side in Fleet and the rest is history.’ Karen also 

remembers how supportive Roy was when she was learning to play and he would happily play 

"The Three Musketeers" at quarter speed during our practice tea breaks. It probably drove him 

mad but he kept smiling and encouraged her to play alongside although she barely knew which 

way up to hold the melodeon at the time.  Roy's accordion playing, although random at times, 

never ceased to lift our dancing.  
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It was not just dancing we know Roy for: he was a source of all necessary local knowledge - like 

where to find bluebells and snowdrops.  Roy and Shirley Mahamadalli both had an interest in 

history and would share books and enjoy long conversations over their joint interest.  An early 

social occasion with Fleet was when the whole side went to Roy and Marguerite's for dinner 

although we can't remember the reason why and they fed us spaghetti bolognaise all from giant 

saucepans on the kitchen table. 

Fleet were invited to lots of their family occasions - wedding anniversaries and birthdays - we 

were made to feel part of their extended family - Roy and Marguerite were good at making 

people feel comfortable with whatever they were attempting. For our 25th anniversary, Fleet 

chose to celebrate by doing what we do best which are tea shops.  We decided to dance and 

drink in 25 tea shops spread over the year.  Roy and Marguerite shared our love of tea shops 

and introduced us to many.  

Another memory from Steve Palmer is of bumping into Roy: Alton had just become a mixed 

border side as opposed to a men's Cotswold side; this must have been approx 1993. Roy 

introduced Steve to someone as being the person who had turned Alton into an excellent border 

side. Steve was so chuffed as Roy's opinion meant so much to him - as it did to everyone else. A 

true inspiration to so many and respected by all who knew him. 

Wendy Morris says, ‘Roy's passion for all things morris was very contagious and his 

encouragement for Fleet Morris to foster a unique character and style led me to develop the role 

of the Fool and become the Tooth Fairy. I was not a natural dancer and Roy tolerated my efforts 

with much patience and good humour whilst gently guiding me in this very important position 

in the side. He encouraged me to use the character to engage with the audience, particularly the 

children to whom I gave a candy set of false teeth or candy toothbrushes. His sense of the 

absurdity and playfulness allowed me to take on this role and build my confidence. I decided 

that if Roy could dress in an Andy Pandy outfit to accompany the morris then it was quite 

appropriate for me to dress in a tutu with hooped socks and Doc Marten boots! I enjoyed 

getting a rusty pair of pliers out and offering to extract teeth from the mouths of the watching 

crowd. At one time I was accompanied by our ‘National Elf’, Graham, the son of another early 

member, Yvonne Hallows. Our efforts were usually declined by our audience! Roy greatly 

enjoyed the pantomime and egged me on with much enthusiasm.’ 

Carol Whittaker says, ‘When I joined the side way back in 1990, the mighty presence of Roy 

standing at the front watching my feet and telling me, 'You don't do it like that!', used to fill me 

with fear. However, very quickly, I realised he was a pussy cat really, with a lion's heart of 

course. Roy's passion for this sport of ours, rubbed off on me and under his tutorage I came to 

love the Morris, Fleet Morris in particular.  After a time, with his support and encouragement I 

became foreman of Fleet Morris and used many of his teaching ideas to pass the morris on to 

others. I have, over the last couple of years taken on the role again and Roy's voice still runs 

through my mind.’  

On behalf of Fleet - Thank you Roy, for the dance, the fun, the inspiration but, mainly, the 

laughter.  

Denise Allen 
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It was almost accident of geography that I first encountered Roy. I had just finished my first season as a 

dancer when Sidmouth happened – the momentous year 1977 when the Morris world was turned on its 

head by John Kirkpatrick’s Shropshire Bedlams. Roy was running the ‘advanced’ morris workshop with 

Tubby Reynolds. I was still very much a novice, and trying to reconcile his teaching then of the 

Headington-esque Ascott-under-Wychwood tradition – which was nothing like the Fieldtown-ish style of 

the same he’d taught my own team, Cup Hill Morris. Frustrated, I became as, if not more, fascinated by 

his talks on the various traditions. One of these covered ‘The Tradition in the South’. 

Having spent 4 months trying to find a job, much time was spent in local libraries looking at facets of 

local folklore and tradition, so I was enthralled by him talking about the Salisbury Giant, ‘pineapples gone 

mad’ at Shaftesbury, faggot dancing at Great Wishford, as well as the custom in Tudor England. I can’t 

recall his exact words, but an addled memory remembers something like ‘almost anywhere, you will find 

some evidence of dancing’. Roy produced a note in 1978 on the subject [ now published by Tony Barrand   

as ‘Roy Dommett’s Morris Notes, volume 5 – Other Morris’] which acted as a template/spur to me to 

research anything ceremonial and dance-related in the South, be they country dances, broom dances, 

hobby horses, and so on. 

Fleur de Lys Morris of Godalming lost its initial tutor in Autumn 1977, and Roy was at hand to provide 

instruction, driving the 15 miles or so from Fleet. He suggested a modification to Ilmington’s ‘Bumpers of 

Stretton’, introduced a number of dances from Hinton-in-the-Hedges (one to the tune ‘Oh, Susanna!’) 

and a ribbon dance which he called the East Coker Morris dance. This latter dance was actually collected 

by Cecil Sharp from the Somerset village near Yeovil, and was one of a number of ribbon dances he 

collected in the West Country. Roy brought along his piano accordion by which to provide some ‘oomph’ 

to the music as the rest of us were behind in confidence to provide a lead. He also came up with 

suggestions for tunes, including one (‘All Asiden’) for the Upton Hankie Dance for which we previously 

used the Jenny Lind polka. (Thanks, Sue Harris. We didn’t know this at the time!)  

Next up was a series of stave dances from ‘the area where the counties of Dorset, Wiltshire and 

Somerset’ meet. At the time, only  

Somerset Maids (now Somerset 

Morris) were performing these, and 

the number of teams using them is 

still few. None of the dances had 

names as such, nor were they 

identifiable as coming from any one 

specific village such as Buckthorn 

Weston or Fifehead Magdalen: such 

was my own mindset in identifying 

dances 35 years ago. Much of the 

original notation was drawn from 

friendly society logbooks 

(‘commonplace’ books) and anyone 

familiar with 19th century dance 

notation will realise how difficult 

translating these into anything  Abercorn Stave dancers - Roy in centre                  

[photo - George Frampton] 
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remotely danceable is. My hat off to Roy! He still visited the team sporadically in the early 1980s, but 

only to play music. By then, he had progressed to teaching new local teams such as Fleet Ladies, Minden 

Rose from Alton, as well as forming his own stave dance team with Marguerite, the Abercorn Dancers.  

I can’t recall whether I saw Roy on the one occasion I encountered his Farnborough Morris Men, formed 

in 1955 with friends and colleagues from the RAE where he worked as a rocket scientist – knowledge 

that he kept under wraps on a need-to-know basis. Farnborough only danced the Bledington style, using 

what I think of as the ‘set’ Morris Ring dances: Jockey to the Fair, Queen’s Delight, etc. but not à la 

Brackley or Bucknell.  A ‘one tradition’ revival team? How innovative!  

However, on two occasions, I encountered him leading - with his accordion - the Crookham Mummers as 

they paraded around Crookham Village on Boxing Day. He played the part of Old Father Christmas with 

his sons among the cast: a little ironic, as some of the dialogue ran, ‘You wicked man. You have slain my 

one and only son.’ in the part where St George kills Bold Slasher and/or Turkish Knight, before he himself 

(armed 

with 

broom) 

takes on 

Little 

Johnny 

Jack (with 

his wife 

and family 

on his 

back) and 

succumbs.      

 

 

 

 

 

 

On a personal note, I was quickly aware that Roy was never one to suffer fools – even Morris fools -

gladly. He boldly stated ‘the Morris was disreputable, but never disrespectful’ leaving many to ponder 

what he meant by that. However, as one obituary writer has already stated, even Roy was brought to 

book when he was photographed playing for a morris team at a CND rally! Shurely shome mistake! 

George Frampton 

 

 

Crookham Mummers: Roy on accordion [photo: Dommett family] 
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I have so many memories of Roy – it is very difficult to know which ones to pick! 

I met Roy during my first year as a Bath City Morris dancer, in 1972-3.  He was one of the ‘great 

and good’ who I was rather in awe of.  I knew he was important in the morris world, but only 

found out how important as time went on.  In the early 1970s, he was the man who taught us 

what to dance, and who was one half of a great partnership with Tubby Reynolds.  But I was 

timid and thought of him as remote and, of course, old.  To my shame and embarrassment, I 

realised later that he was only about 39 when I first met him.      

Over the years, I attended many of his workshops, read his writings, listened to his talks, 

watched his films, worked with him on various projects, argued about morris with him and got 

to know him much better.  My respect for him and his knowledge grew and grew.   

In the early days of women dancing the morris, Roy was one 

of the few morris men who were willing to teach us.  He 

disliked discrimination and, with Tubby, he decided that, if we 

wanted to dance, nobody could stop us.  So they taught us to 

do it well.  I heard on the grapevine that Roy’s support for 

women’s morris cost him his chance to be Squire of the Morris 

Ring; if that’s right, I hope he thought that it was worth it.   

And what a teacher he was.  In the early and mid-1970s, most 

workshops were about learning new things: traditions, dances, 

choruses, etc.  But it wasn’t long before his workshops became 

more and more interesting and challenging.  In 1978, he 

suggested organising a weekend specifically for foremen.  This 

was the first official Women’s Morris Federation workshop, led 

by him and Tubby Reynolds in Chippenham.  This led to a 

number of other workshops for foremen and leaders, and Roy 

went on to lead many more workshops under the auspices of 

the Morris Federation (MF). 

Of all the many Roy Dommett workshops I attended, the ones 

that had the biggest influence on me were the Advanced 

Cotswold Weekends.  This series ran from 1986 to 2003 and I attended all but one of the 13 

workshops.   When you arrived at one of these weekends, you knew Roy was going to make 

you work hard, both physically and mentally.  But you knew you were also going to have fun 

and go home tired and happy, with many great memories.    

Looking back now, I find it hard to believe much of what we did.  Roy taught extensively and 

fearlessly.  The first weekend at How Hill set the format:  the dancing started on Friday evening 

as soon as there were enough people to make up a set, and seemed to continue non-stop until 

Sunday afternoon.  One of my abiding memories of that first weekend is of trying to overcome 

exhaustion to dance Longborough at 11 pm on Saturday night.  Roy provided excellent 

motivation, by shouting ‘JUMP’ right in my ear during the heys.   

 

Roy discussing fooling with 

Cherry Simmons – 1993 

[photo - Sue Swift] 
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The weekends were just about Cotswold morris at the start (and included ALL the known 

traditions), but Roy soon expanded the content to include a very wide diet of dances, which he 

used to inspire and infect us.  His source material was eclectic.  For instance, at the 7th 

weekend, in 1994, he showed us videos of Wilson, Keppel and Betty doing the Sand Dance, 

then expected us to repeat it.  A barn-full of addicted morris dancers tried their best.  At the 

same weekend, Roy got us developing ideas stolen from ‘Me Ol’ Bamboo’ in Chitty Chitty Bang 

Bang and the sweeps’ dance, ‘Step in Time’, from Mary Poppins.   

In 1995 he included the Abbots Bromley Horn Dance, which we did while holding stacking chairs 

upside down over our heads so the chair legs stood in for the horns.  Then there was the 

brilliant and memorable session when Roy taught us the Britannia Coconut Dancers’ 

processional dance.   

My memories of the weekends include plenty of exciting ideas (there was always something to 

take away to experiment with), great company, being taught how to wipe up by Marguerite 

Dommett, struggling to stay awake during Roy’s talks (due to a mixture of exhaustion, good 

food and excellent cider) and staying up until the early hours to discuss the finer points of the 

morris.  In the publicity flyer for the 1995 weekend, Tony Forster described the weekend as 

“unforgettable”, which was exactly right.  On the booking form for the 1997 weekend, he 

summed up both the weekends and Roy very well: “You need to be willing to have a go at 

several unfamiliar styles in quick succession, sensible enough not to worry about the fact that 

you won’t be able to do most of them, and fascinated by listening to the world’s most 

knowledgeable, innovative and entertaining Morris expert.”   

Like other morris dancers, I wasn’t really aware of what Roy did for a living.  I knew it was 

something to do with defence and preferred not to ask.  Then I was driving one day, half 

listening to Radio 4, when a familiar voice came on.  It took a few minutes to realise it was Roy, 

as the programme wasn’t about morris but his work.   

In 1985, MF created a new honour that could be bestowed on people from outside MF who had 

helped it substantially.  I was President of MF at the time and was delighted when Windsor 

Morris proposed in 1987 that Roy should be made the first ‘Friend of the Federation’.  Their 

proposal quoted a profile of Roy published in Morris Matters in 1979 [Vol. 2, Number 2], saying 

“He has inspired, instructed and entertained many; infuriated a few; but bored no-one!”  I 

couldn’t agree more, and I had the honour of presenting him with his badge and certificate as 

MF’s first friend at the 1988 Advanced Cotswold weekend.  

It’s difficult to say exactly how much Roy shaped my views of and approach to the morris, but I 

do know his influence was extensive.  He was innovative, open-minded, challenging.  He saw 

the morris as a living tradition that was owned by morris dancers of the present, not the past.  I 

consider myself lucky to have met him, learnt from him and to have been able to call him a 

friend.   

Sally Wearing 
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It was the early 1970s and I had just returned to Kent from 3 years education in Devon.  The then 

love of my life had joined a Morris dancing side.    I watched the dancers and observed the children, 

who were refusing to stay with the grown ups in quiet calm watchful lines.  

The children hopped from foot to foot, swayed and gurgled what they could pick up from the ancient 

tunes emanating from squeeze box and pipe.........And my soul was there with them – I wanted to 

dance.  

But I was told by this men's side that women did not dance! 

Following my desire, at Sidmouth festival in 1976, I attended a Morris beginners workshop and 

discovered that there were many women there learning the Cotswold dances! – So women did dance!  

When I returned to Kent I found a small handful of Morris wives and girlfriends who had also 

caught the bug. It transpired that some of the male dancers were on our side too. The boyfriend I 

had returned to from college was by then my husband. He told me that it was largely down to women 

that the Morris had survived the world wars and suggested that I got in touch with a certain Roy 

Dommett! 

I wrote to Roy – he replied and enthusiastically put me in touch with the ‘Women's Morris 

Federation’ who sent encouragement and notation. 

I booked a small draughty hall beside the Well Hill church where my parents lived and a musician and 

dancer from the men's side helped out. But it wasn't enough – we were losing our way.  

I wrote the second letter to Roy who pretty much said, “ I am on my way!”.  

I booked a larger hall in Wrotham and Roy and his wife Marguerite spent a whole day with us 

teaching dance but mostly laying down the foundation for a life long commitment to Morris Dance.  

Marguerite joined us in laying out food and helped with the domesticity of a day’s workshop and Roy 

led us through an unforgettable day of dance and discussion. 

There were just about enough of us to form a Cotswold side with a musician. We chose the name 

Invicta after the Kent badge and organised jumble sales to raise money for kit. Women's teams 

were thin on the ground then but in 1977 we danced out for the first time, seeking Cardiff Ladies 

and Windsor to dance with as we knew of no local women's sides.  

Within the year we were dancing with local men's sides and had established our own local 

programme.  

My whole life has vibrated around the Morris. In 1988 I moved to Brighton and have danced with 

other sides but Invicta still dance in the Kentish outback – It is their 40th anniversary this year 

which they celebrate in September! 

Thank you again to Roy Dommett. 

Jill Rowan 
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I met Roy on a number of occasions during my time as Ring Bagman and Squire, and I’m 

sorry that we didn’t meet more often. I much enjoyed his company, and his instructionals, 

which always had that frisson of mayhem and mischief. I remember the time when Roy 

stood as Ring Squire and it’s interesting to speculate what would have happened if he had 

been successful. Would he, in the style of Thomas Becket, have entered the body of the 

church and adopted the ways of the Ring, or would he have used his enormous powers to 

bring the various factions together? I fear that the limited term of office of the Squire may 

simply have worked against any major changes that he could have instigated. However, my 

one abiding memory of Roy is a strange and rather surreal one, but perhaps typical of the 

man. At a Ring Meeting somewhere, I forget now which one, I was on my way to the church 

on the Sunday morning early to prepare for the arrival of the teams. Passing through a small 

park I noticed, sitting on a bench some distance away from the road, Roy and Tubby in deep 

conversation. That picture of the two apparently secretive men, one in Bath City kit and 

topper, and one dressed as Andy Pandy, in the morning sunlight of a deserted park will 

always live with me. 

It has to be said that Roy was what has now become known as a “marmite” character; as 

Ring Bagman, and later as Squire, I had people talking to me on one side who thought he 

was superb, and should be listened to on a daily basis, and on the other those who couldn’t 

agree with the perceived mischief and felt he was only slightly removed from the devil 

himself. I knew that Roy found the latter group hugely amusing. But I also knew that while 

he adopted a very learned approach to instructing, one that demanded a high level of 

connection from those taking part, not all of his students realized what was happening. 

Some simply fell at the feet of the master, while his important messages passed overhead. I 

knew that he was aware of that, and was frustrated by it. Roy was, perhaps, the ultimate 

catalyst. He could get things going, enthuse people, inject enormous energy into any 

project, and accent the sense of fun in the Morris, but in common with so many catalysts, he 

also had the ability to annoy and frustrate, and unfortunately those who were frustrated also 

ignored the important messages that he brought to the Morris world. 

I spent a lovely day with him a short time ago, and as always happened, what should have 

been a focused discussion about Morris Dancing turned into a kaleidoscope of memories, 

ideas, jokes and philosophies. To me Roy was more than just one of the great ‘collectors’ of 

the Morris world, he was one of its philosophers. We don’t have to agree with everything 

that he said, but he thought deeply about both the history and the future of the dance, and 

it could be argued that in the 1970s he saw more clearly than most the way in which the 

dance would change. If we all wanted to do something in his memory it would surely be to 

put our energies into drawing together all of the various factions that inhabit this strange 

Morris world, forging one group that portrays not only the excellence in dance that Roy 

encouraged us all to achieve, but also the enjoyment and fun in the dance that he brought 

to everything he did, while above all, communicating that excellence and fun to our 

audiences. 

Mike Garland 
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Around 1981 when I started on the Morris Federation (MF) committee, I mentioned the name of 

Roy Dommett to my Dad (Stewart Hall) who also worked on missiles at Farnborough. ‘My God’ 

he said ‘is Roy still alive?’ Dad remembered him from the late 50’s. Dad had been interviewed 

for the Blue Streak job but made it clear that his first action would be to scrap the missile 

program – needless to say he didn’t get the job but, as Roy was to discover later, Blue Streak was 

scrapped anyway! It was very clear to me at that time that Roy was not only still alive but highly 

active in the morris world at least, researching, collecting, teaching and inspiring others to get 

involved. 

During my 10 years of MF office, Roy was integral to the technical committees – research, 

notation and archiving. He always had a longer list of topics and tasks to do that we could 

possibly cope with but it kept up the momentum and taught us to be ambitious. Meetings at his 

and Marguerite’s house were always fun – I remember the narrow walkway inside his office as 

books and paperwork were piled everywhere. We heard stories of the organisation required by 

them both to look after such a large family especially taking them out to morris events when 

young.  

Roy’s ability to cope was legendary – I remember one of the Advanced Cotswold weekends 

when he ran discussion-type lectures well after midnight. The crowd of fit, healthy dancers fell 

asleep and woke again in turn while Roy continued to talk, turning his attention to whoever 

happened to be awake at that particular moment!  He used the teaching sessions to learn from 

us but also to push us as hard as possible – one of these was starting a Longborough dance 

workshop at midnight, another was the effect on me as musician where I had no idea of the 

tunes needed more than 10 seconds in advance of a dance including a requirement for fat Irish 

tunes for a relentless 25-minute dance. 

So what were the secrets of his success? Mike Heaney had famously complained about a lack of 

thoroughness in his research and I had found the same. Doc Rowe and I had conducted a 

lengthy and wide-ranging interview with him about the time I resigned from the MF committee 

which, on transcription was littered with anecdotes, ideas and unfinished sentences but little 

hard evidence for what he was teaching. This was disappointing at the time but on reflection, it 

seemed that it contained the essence of how he inspired us all. Roy never gave us all the 

information but gave just enough to push us in the right direction to fill the spaces he left and to 

move the morris world on to greater heights.  

Of course he greatly supported the popularity of morris among women but for me he was never 

biased by gender, he just liked people to love the dancing and historical background, to explore 

the dances to make a good show. He rightly deserves his place in the modern revival of morris 

dancing. 

Sue Swift    
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The Goons and the East Acton Stick Dance 

This article would never have happened without the knowledge and Google skills of several 

members of the Morris Dancers Discussion email list (MDDL) 

(For those who are not familiar with classic radio/TV comedy, I recommend going and 

listening to surviving episodes of Hancock's Half Hour and the Goon Show. You'll enjoy 

yourselves and get much more out of this article as well.) 

Anonymous Morris started life in 2010 as a very small side with one dancer and four 

musicians. This meant that we were desperate for dances that could be done with a very 

small number of dancers and discovering the East Acton Stick Dance, which only needs 

three dancers, was manna from heaven. We copied it from Oldstar Morris and Wickham 

Morris and maybe a couple of others besides.  

Along the way, we learnt that it had come from an old episode of the Tony Hancock Show - 

the likely source being Roy Dommett 1997, WHAT YOU DIDN'T KNOW ABOUT THE MORRIS 

http://www.opread.force9.co.uk/RoyDommet/Others/Whatno.htm “The teams have been 

very creative with their dances and adaptive of ideas from all sources, for example, The East 

Acton Stick Dance is from an early Tony Hancock ITV broadcast!” 

The Tony Hancock story seemed pretty widespread, so, being a morris history buff, I tried to 

find out more, but without any success in tracking down the episode. So much had been lost 

and wiped of early TV that the odds were never going to be good.  I decided to ask for help 

on MDDL and it soon became clear that I wasn't the only person seeking the origins of the 

dance.  With the collective efforts of the members, we soon hit pay dirt: 

From an old internal newsletter of the Hills Group (Hills Group do things like concrete and 

waste management) came the discovery that John Cleese (of Monty Python, etc, fame) had 

written an East Acton Stick Dance sketch.  

http://www.hills-group.co.uk/documents/intouch/Issue8.pdf 

 

“Mike is not the first member of the Hill family to be attracted to the stage – his father and 

Group Chairman, Robert, could be found nowhere else during this school and university 

days. At school Robert was partly responsible for introducing John Cleese to the stage. 

“Cleesey was extremely shy, but ‘Goon mad’,” recalled Robert. “I 

was asked to get a couple of friends and put a sketch together for 

the end of term party and managed to convince Cleesey to write 

the sketch and actually perform it with us, which he had never 

done before. It was called the ‘East Acton Stick Dance’ and was a 

take off of Morris dancing. As soon as Cleesey stood on stage 

everyone just fell about, and the rest is history.”  

However, this isn't the end of the story; the dance didn't originate 

with John Cleese. The clue here is in the phrase 'Goon Mad'. 

A second clue comes from the Log Book of the Thames Valley 

Morris Men (you can find and download it via Google) 

‘11th December (1964) : What set out to be a rehearsal at Christopher's home for a later 

show became a very careful and enjoyable demonstration at Brooklands Technical College to  
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the music club there. Christopher lectured and commented on the morris, particularly the 

music. As it happened, five original members of Thames Valley plus Jim Barclay 

demonstrated. We captured our real style and old form. Very enjoyable and satisfying. Local 

resident, comedian Eric Sykes, made a draw and referred to the Goons East Acton Sword 

Dance!’ 

The reference to the Goons’ East Acton Sword Dance is an interesting one and makes better 

sense in context than Hancock: Hancock lived in 'East Cheam', but the Goons used to 

rehearse in a room over a greengrocer’s in East Acton and often mentioned East Acton in the 

show. (I suspect Dommett may have confused East Cheam with East Acton). Now, our story 

focuses ever more closely on the Goons: Spike Milligan, Harry Secombe and Peter Sellers. 

(Michael Bentine had left the Goons by the time of our story.) If you don't know who the 

Goons were, shame on you, go and listen to them on You Tube. Even after 60 years, they're 

still funny. 

Humphrey Carter's biography of Spike Milligan tells us: 

“In June and July 1954 he went with Harry Secombe and Max Geldray on a tour of Moss 

Empires theatres, and there was also a legendary week in which all thee Goons appeared at 

the Coventry Hippodrome...” (Max Geldray was a jazz player who appeared in nearly every 

episode of The Goon Show, providing one of the musical interludes and the closing music for 

each programme.) 

The year was actually 1955, not 1954. See the note below about the Umbrella Club, the date 

for the Harry Secombe Show a bit further down, and the date for the Bluebell Polka. 

http://coventrymusichistory.typepad.com/blog/2007/01/coventry-arts-umbrella-about.html 

 

“The Umbrella Club [was] opened in November 1955 by Peter Sellers, Harry Secombe and 

Spike Milligan. The trio were presenting their Goon Show at Coventry 'Hippodrome' Theatre, 

now demolished.” 

Harry Secombe gives us more detail in ‘Strawberries and Cheam’ Vol 2. Pages 12-13 (Just in 

case you're wondering about the Cheam connection and whether Hancock was involved after 

all, I should mention that Secombe lived in Cheam Rd, Sutton):   

“The only time the three of us appeared on stage together was at the Hippodrome in 

Coventry. It was the policy of the theatre to put on what they called a birthday show in the 

run-up to Christmas, and we were booked as the headliners. 

I was to do my usual performance – a mixture of gags and straight songs; Spike was at that 

time still working on his act; and Peter, who was completely without nerves, was 

experimenting with all kinds of comic ideas because he hated doing the same act night after 

night. The only piece of material which we did together was a skit on Morris dancers (called 

the East Acton Stick Dancers) which Eric Sykes had written for one of my television shows. 

For this we wore farmers' smocks and shapeless hats and had bells round our ankles and 

waists. For some reason best known to himself, Peter appeared as a hunchback, a la Charles 

Laughton in the film The Hunchback of Notre Dame. We also carried sticks with bells 

attached, with which we bashed each other in time to the music of the 'Blue Bell Polka'”.  

[The Bluebell Polka was a big hit for Jimmy Shand and his orchestra in 1955] 
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So, in 1955 in the only stage show the Goons ever did together, in the only act in that show 

they all did together, they did a skit called 'The East Acton Stick Dancers' which had been 

written by Eric Sykes. This isn't just morris history, it's Goon history!  We don't just know it 

happened, we even know the costumes and the music!  

Sit back, enjoy Andy's cartoon, listen to the Bluebell Polka and use your imagination - 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OfF9ELhPW1Q 

I also like to visualise a 16 year old John Cleese sitting in the Hippodrome audience in 1955, 

going back to school and using the inspiration of that performance to kick-start his own 

career as a comedian. 

Was Cleese there? It's certainly possible. We know he was a big Goon Show fan. He could 

have seen the Hippodrome show -he lived in Bristol at the time, so it wasn't an impossible 

trip to see his favourite comedians in Coventry. Alternatively, he might have seen the TV 

show that Sykes originally wrote the sketch for. (Probably 'The Harry Secombe Show' 24 

September 1955. It ran for 45 mins on ITV and Eric Sykes’ IMDb entry lists it as a show he 

wrote for. All other Harry Secombe shows were after 1955). The cast for the first Harry 

Secombe Show were Harry Secombe, Norman Vaughan, Johnny Vyvyan and Wilson, Keppel 

and Betty. (Wilson, Keppel and Betty are the original group who performed the 'Sand 

Dance'. Go watch it on YouTube or catch the Fezheads performing it.) 

The actual dance? 

I suspect that three Goons on stage did something that looked a bit like what the audience 

might expect from a morris dance, possibly involving a forward/back movement with a hay 

and some stick bashing (on people's heads).   I can see a morris-dancing Goon fan in the 

audience thinking: “I can do something with that” and writing a three-man homage dance 

that involved a chorus with a forward/back movement, a hey and some stick-bashing – but 

decided that hitting his fellow dancers over the head was probably best replaced with some 

tip/butt striking. 

It's quite possible that the dance 

was taken from the Harry Secombe 

Show, but televisions were a lot 

thinner on the ground in 1955 than 

they are now. Besides, it's a three- 

man dance, clearly written by 

Sykes for 3 Goons and my 

imagination prefers the stage show. 

My last thought is whether the 

dance can be considered traditional. 

Morris dancers have been 

performing the East Acton Stick 

Dance for over 60 years. That's 

enough to make it traditional in my 

book. 

Next time I perform it, I'll raise a glass to Sellers, Secombe and Milligan, not forgetting Eric 

Sykes and the unknown morris dancer who recorded and preserved the dance. 
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Epilogue 

Ironically, I finally located a Dommett document from 1994 (3 years earlier than his article 

mentioning Tony Hancock), where he does mention Secombe:  

http://www.great-western.org.uk/dommett/sources.pdf 

 

“Just because a dance has been created to support a comedy show or as a comic interlude in 

a folk based entertainment, that is no reason to ignore it or its ideas as they reflect an 

image of the morris to which the public is supposed to relate. An example was the morris 

dance in Dad's Army which became a whole act in the touring stage version. The extracting 

of ideas for and from such material is probably in the tradition of 19th century theatrical 

morris. At least one such dance, the East Acton Stick Dance, taken from an early Harry 

Secombe TV show, is proving very popular.” 

Judith Proctor  

November 2015   

[Cartoons by Andy Hilditch in the article were commissioned by Judith] 
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Creating or Maintaining Traditions 

 Long Lankin ponders 

Over the Christmas leftovers, in a brief moment of sobriety and sense, I asked my Great 

Uncle Zachariah why Morris sides dance on Boxing Day. It is one of those silly questions 

(like is there only one tooth fairy?) that only little children or great philosophers ask.  My 

Great Uncle stared back at me as if I was one of the former: “Because that is when the 

crowds are out” he finally replied.  There is not much point dancing, he explained, when 

there is nobody to collect from but lots of people are out on Boxing Day at all sorts of 

events, or even just getting some air, so it is worth performing. 

So what comes first – the crowd or the Morris dance spot?  Do Morris sides dance in a 

particular spot because there is usually a crowd there on Boxing Day, or does the crowd 

gather because there is a Morris side dancing, or a Mummers play being performed? 

 

It is an interesting question because most Boxing Day dance outs are in the same place year 

after year and rely mainly on word-of-mouth for advertising.  At some point a Morris side 

must have decided to dance there and the audience has built up year on year as more 

people get to hear of it, or people go there for other reasons and the Morris has followed the 

crowd. 

Thirty five years ago I used to go to a Boxing Day Hunt meeting (a Beagle pack hunting 

hares).  The Meet would happen at a village pub and there would be a Morris side dancing 

and doing a Mummers play to entertain the crowds.  Over the years the hunt stopped 

meeting there – it wasn’t the ban, which came in more recently – it was the illegal coursing 

that went on around the fringe of the hunt that forced them to move.  However the Morris 

side continued to dance at the pub and the lunchtime crowd remained as well. 

I was at another Boxing Day dance out this Christmas just gone.  It was much the same: a 

couple of Morris sides danced for a while and then there was a Mummers’ play.  The crowd 

gathered and dissipated afterwards as if by magic.  Everyone knew it would happen because 

it happens every year at that time and in that place.  It turns out that years ago there used 

to be races between the two village pubs and the Morris went to entertain the crowd before 

the races actually started.  Over the years the races and other events associated with them 

fell away as landlords changed and lost interest and then one of the pubs closed.   However 

the Morris dance spot has remained as a traditional Boxing Day event. 

So just as the collected Morris dances are seen by many as a remnant of a much wider 

tradition, so some Boxing Day, and probably other, morris dance spots are surviving 

elements of larger events. 

Then of course there are the celebrations and events that have been revived or created by 

Morris sides: Saddleworth Morris, for example, revived the Rushcart procession in 1975; 

Mad Jacks Morris restarted the Hasting Jack-in-the-Green in 1983, nearly a hundred years 

after the event died out.  Many Morris sides have started their own Wassailing and May Day 

events which are now seen as traditional by audiences if not by the dancers themselves 

(how long does something have to go on for before it becomes “traditional”).   
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These then develop a life of their own and can evolve into something quite different from the 

original event or from the intentions of the creators or re-creators. That I suppose is the 

nature of a “tradition” – it develops and mutates over time in response to changing 

attitudes, tastes and beliefs as each generation of participants adapt it to suit their own 

preferences. 

One other element of all this, and I am not sure whether it is a good or a bad thing, is the 

transferring of traditions between various parts of the country – which brings me back to 

Boxing Day. 

As part of their Boxing Day performance some sides sing one or another of the versions of 

the Hunting the Wren song, which is fair enough: it is associated with the day and the 

Christmas period as are Wassailing songs and the Boar’s Head carol.  The Wren ceremony 

itself though is particularly associated with Ireland - is it valid to recreate (rather than 

revive) this in other parts of the British Isles where there is no real history of the tradition.  

If it is valid, is it also valid to recreate the Abbots Bromley Horn Dance, The Padstow ‘Oss or 

the Britannia Coconut Dancers in other parts of the country?  

The risk is that we turn what should be an interesting and varied patchwork of traditions and 

ceremonies into a weird mishmash that you might expect in a Disneyland “English Village” 

scene.  We already have this with Morris Dancing – there are North West sides in the South 

East, Cotswold in Newcastle and Welsh Border on the borders of Lincolnshire.  All very good 

in their way but there is no longer any point in travelling around the country to see different 

styles of Morris since the regional variation has disappeared. 

Isn’t it about time we each thought more carefully about reviving and re-creating our own 

regional traditions rather than transplanting and creating ones from other regions just 

because they look fun or we believe they have some strange mystical power. 

But then as Uncle Zebediah says “Folk will do as folk does, and we’d all like a piece of the 

action” 

Long Lankin  

January 2016 
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References for Roy Dommett 

The lectures captured by the British Library have been mentioned by some correspondents – 

here are the sections with references to morris in full; note the occurrence of the word is not 

a direct relation to how much he talks about it! 

http://sounds.bl.uk/Oral-history/Science/021M-C1379X0014XX-0002V0#sthash.3gEZpILd.dpuf  

http://sounds.bl.uk/Oral-history/Science/021M-C1379X0014XX-0003V0#sthash.u5JTOTvS.dpuf  

http://sounds.bl.uk/Oral-history/Science/021M-C1379X0014XX-0006V0#sthash.6T5w50qH.dpuf 

http://sounds.bl.uk/Oral-history/Science/021M-C1379X0014XX-0013V0#sthash.UicoK0KD.dpuf 

http://sounds.bl.uk/Oral-history/Science/021M-C1379X0014XX-0014V0#sthash.x2hHplsM.dpuf 

http://sounds.bl.uk/Oral-history/Science/021M-C1379X0014XX-0019V0#sthash.YhEPRUKM.dpuf 

Summary page linking to these interviews and many lectures given at workshops  

http://www.bl.uk/voices-of-science/interviewees/Roy-Dommett  

Also a new obituary published on 19 January just as this is going to the printers! 

http://www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/opinion/obituaries/article4668787.ece?shareToken=50264cbf

80d199881c4d6232061294aa 
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